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Fully Integrated and Flexible
System for Thermal Control:
Designing the RMA PLUS™

Summary:
• Connectivity in modern industrial applications requires flexible technology.
Scaled solutions require both flexibility and simplicity. This is especially true
when it comes to gathering data from, and setting up control for, thermal
processes.
• Watlow’s RMA PLUS™ provides a prime example of how a series of small
innovations can result in a much more flexible and integrated system.
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Modern Connectivity Requires Flexible Technology
In today’s industrial applications, connectivity is crucial. This is true whether the goal is precise control of fault-intolerant
processes, real-time data gathering for “Industry 4.0” applications or simply quicker setup of new devices and equipment.
However, effectively implementing connectivity can be a challenge with legacy systems.
Modern connectivity depends heavily on having flexible technology, especially when it comes to controllers. For example, do
modules controlling your processes have the capability of communicating using different communications protocols? Can
they be configured and customized easily? How accessible are their controls? How accessible are their data logs? These are
the questions that distinguish modern thermal control from older technologies.
These kinds of questions also form the core of our design approach when creating a better product, a prime example of
which is Watlow’s RMA PLUS. RMA PLUS is a remote access module, compatible with Watlow’s EZ-ZONE® family and
PM PLUS™ controllers. It brings state-of-the-art connectivity to the entire system.
This paper outlines the design considerations that went into RMA PLUS. While each change might seem like a small,
incremental step, the overall evolution of the product is towards a more flexible, and thus more revolutionary, device.

Scale Requires Both Flexibility and Simplicity
The larger a given system is, the more potential interactions there are between the elements in the system. That increases the
potential information that can be gathered from the system, but it also increases complexity.
So here is the engineer’s dilemma: There needs to be a way to flexibly retrieve information from a larger system so that users
can get all the information they want (and not have to sift through information they do not want). That requires flexibility and
possibly some customization. But flexible tools are notorious for needing a great deal of setup. The amount of setup needed
rises exponentially with the degree of customization possible.
Watlow® provides a tool that allows easy setup with these features:
• Greater system integration
• Wide array of protocols supported, including Modbus®, MQTT and RS-485
• Easier data logging setup
• Ability to create system webpages
• Flexibility that matters

System Integration with RMA PLUS
The Internet of Things does not work if the things cannot communicate with each other and their controllers. Consequently,
RMA PLUS is designed to connect to modern and legacy Watlow and third-party systems, giving you installation flexibility
that works even with systems that were not formerly compatible. RMA PLUS features a built-in Ethernet switch with two
Ethernet ports and a USB port, which enables your choice of communication standards.
These ports enable up to three Modbus® TCP sessions, three standard bus over Ethernet sessions and one standard bus
over USB session, all within a single device. RMA PLUS can also serve as a gateway between Modbus® TCP and Modbus®
RTU systems, providing connectivity even if your systems are not based on a proprietary Watlow standard. In other words, it
can allow access to third-party and legacy devices.
Of course, RMA PLUS supports Watlow’s powerful EZ-ZONE RM family of multi-purpose temperature controllers, as well
as POWERGLIDE® controllers. While the variety of connections RMA PLUS supplies and the number of communication
protocols it supports make it a versatile tool, arguably the largest benefit is its ability to log the information from these
disparate systems, despite the variety in how they communicate. That leads to lower installation costs and mitigation of costly
upgrades such as Ethernet switches for all your legacy devices.
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Modbus® TCP Setup on RMA PLUS
Modbus® is a family of communications protocols first developed by Modicon in 1979. It was designed to be agnostic to
the physical layer on which it ran, so while it was originally used on RS-232 systems, it was later used on RS-485 to support
communications to multiple devices. However, both of those protocols are highly outdated today. Modbus® TCP is an
updated version of Modbus® that runs over Ethernet, achieving faster speeds and lower costs than RS-232- or RS-485based systems.
Because it is an older protocol running over newer equipment, Modbus® TCP allows for a best-of-both-worlds scenario,
where equipment that uses Modbus® will not need significant upgrades in order to conform to the new standards, allowing
for a certain amount of retrofitting of existing equipment.
If you find yourself in a situation where different devices on your network use different protocols, the headaches of using
multiple converters and servers to keep everything in check can quickly stack up. Watlow’s RMA PLUS circumvents these
issues by supporting a variety of protocols in just one device. These include standard bus over Ethernet and USB and via
serial, Telnet server, DNS, and yes, Modbus® TCP. As a result, you will be able to free up space and lower long-term costs
while still maintaining compatibility with your older Modbus®-based equipment.
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Figure 1:
RMA PLUS* connectivity, using different protocols.
*Some ports on RMA PLUS shown are optional.
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IoT with MQTT
MQTT (formerly Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) is a network protocol that is quickly becoming one of the most used
protocols for the Internet of Things. While that usage would imply that it is a newer protocol, it was developed back in 1999
to monitor oil pipelines via a satellite link. At the time, communication via satellite was extremely expensive, so it was designed
with a special set of concerns in mind. Watlow’s RMA PLUS provides a workaround for networks that were not originally
built with the standard in mind. Because it can serve as an MQTT client, it can collect device data and retransmit it in MQTT,
creating new opportunities for building your network.

Bridging to RS-485 Systems
An ongoing issue in manufacturing is that upgrading some systems, but not all of them, can introduce serious compatibility
issues. That is unfortunate; just because a standard is starting to age does not mean it is suddenly less efficient or able to
get the job done. Despite debuting in 1983, RS-485 (now TIA/EIA 485-A) is still a solid communication option, with speeds
of up to 100 Kbps and distances of up to 1200 meters, with up to 32 receivers on a line, making it a robust system, if
not as blazingly fast as modern protocols. Plus, its differential signaling makes it immune to noise, which is a pro in many
manufacturing environments.
Of course, time has passed RS-485 by. Ethernet-based communication is both far faster and cheaper to install. But, if you
find yourself with both systems in your plant or want to use a modern controller that does not support RS-485, you could find
yourself needing a converter.

Data Logging with RMA PLUS
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Figure 2:
A sample data log from an RMA PLUS device.
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Many people choose an RMA PLUS device for its gateway functionality, but the other thing it does is collect and log data.
The data collection process starts with the selection of any parameters in the product or any of the connected products.
Watlow’s RMA PLUS remote access module offers serial communication capability, too. It can communicate with any device
that communicates by Modbus®, even if it is not a Watlow device. (This ability to act as a Modbus® master was not available
in the old EZ-ZONE RM access module product.)

Why Do People Need Data Logging?
Data logging keeps a record of what happened, and when. While this device is not equipped with many features such as
encryption or password protection to support legal compliance, there is value in being able to see what happened in your
process.
In some cases, data logging adds value as a customer service tool. Clients can view the record to see exactly how everything
performed. A test lab, for example, might want to see the data from when a certain part was processed or tested.
For many users the biggest benefit of data logging is for troubleshooting. Data collection and logging captures the entire
process and makes it easier to keep track of everything. Now, there is no need to wonder what happened when you were not
looking.

How to Set up Data Logging in RMA PLUS
When it comes time to set up data logging in RMA PLUS,
Watlow can provide support. In most cases, though, users set
up data logging in the RMA PLUS remote access module by
themselves. We have a software tool that provides an easy way
of configuring data logging activities.
This same software can be used to configure the gateway
functionality. The process is very similar and the features are
almost identical, with the primary difference being that in one
case, data goes into a file and in the other case, data is made
available via communication. For the user, this is only a matter of
mapping information from one place to another, and CSV files are
used to configure that.
Watlow’s COMPOSER® software can do a lot of the work
for you as you create, maintain and inspect your files.
COMPOSER’s capabilities extend to both the gateway
functionality and data logging.

Make Your Own System Web
Pages with RMA PLUS
Web server configuration adds another layer of capability and
control. CSV Creator can pull a list of parameters from the
RMA PLUS, as well as connected devices, allowing the user to
configure a read-only web server in the device. Simply add the
desired parameters to the grid by dragging them from a list on
the left, just as when building other file types on the RMA PLUS.
The RMA PLUS implements an HTTPs server. The user may
create custom web content by replacing the default HTTPs files
or adding new ones. This service is enabled by default, but may
be disabled in the configuration software. The serial number on
the RMA PLUS makes it easy to navigate to the device via a
web browser.
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Flexibility that Matters
Sometimes, a high level of customization can be a double-edged sword. When does customization enhance flexibility, and
when does it simply create more work for the user?
The RMA PLUS is undeniably different from the old EZ-ZONE RM Access module, but not in a way that necessarily
requires more knowledge or expertise. If anything, the new one is more user friendly because users are only dealing with the
information they care about. Selecting parameters is simple, so there is no need to stack up address ranges from one product
to the next (all while hoping you did not leave something out). The RMA PLUS also has customizable default settings so that,
whenever the device is reset to factory defaults, it will load your own RMA PLUS parameter settings.
The new RMA PLUS also lends itself more conveniently to iteration over time. The toolset offered by the RMA PLUS makes
it easy to make additions and changes over time. The older EZ-ZONE RM access module might require the user to start
over from scratch, or at least to go in and make sweeping updates to touch every part of the setup.
The reality of most projects is that they do pivot or evolve over time. The RMA PLUS makes change easier to manage. For
example, imagine you set up your first module, then realize you need 100 more addresses. With the old setup, the shift might
put everything else off by 100 addresses, requiring tedious retouching of all your previous work. Instead of having to insert
changes into the middle of your setup, the RMA PLUS configuration software lets you seamlessly add things to the bottom.
Innovation always leaves us with something new to learn, but the new way should also be more intuitive. In the case of RMA
PLUS and its high level of customization, the increased ease comes from only making a list of what you actually need and not
having to think about everything else.

Takeaways:
Modern thermal processes require more from controllers.
Whether it is working with real-time data or bringing
more Industry 4.0 capabilities on board, engineers need
technologies that give them a greater degree of flexibility
without unnecessary complexity.
The RMA PLUS is a great example of such technology. It
allows a greater degree of system integration and supports
an array of protocols, including Modbus®, MQTT and RS485. Initial setup is easier allowing for custom defaults. Data
logging is also easier to set up, and data can be retrieved in
a variety of ways. All of these new capabilities mean that the
RMA PLUS makes it easier to set up a network of devices,
and then make changes as needed, providing for a much
more robust operation.

Further information is available at: www.watlow.com
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